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You are booked to travel to space on the next Space X 
mission to Mars on October 22, 2020.  While in space, up to 
1% of bone density can be lost without proper exercise in 
addition to muscle mass. Therefore, it is crucial that an 
effective exercise program is developed before you go. 

However, we were just notified by the engineering team 
that while testing another space exploration vehicle, an 
intern backed it into the arm of our rover, SPMS Rover. 

Before we are able to go, you must select a mission to solve. 
You must either select Mission 1: #stayfitonmars or Mission 
2: #armmoves



Students will begin by exploring the 
concept of ergonomics and the 

importance of exercise in order to 
redesign a fitness center that meets 

the astronauts’ needs on Mars. 

Students will need to design a new 
physical fitness program for 

astronauts once they reach Mars. This 
should take advantage of additional 
space & resources that astronauts 
would not have on a spacecraft. 

Challenge 01
#stayfitonmars



#stayfitonmars

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5DsKhsqZJEo


#stayfitonmars Challenge Parameters:
❖ Students must present a detailed sketch with dimensions and 

labels 
❖ You must include a design for cardio & weight lifting

➢ Your designs MAY NOT be the same as what is found on the 
International Space Station or other space missions

❖ Design Requirements: Completed equipment must meet the goal 
of maintaining  muscle mass and bone density 

❖ Performance Requirements: To be considered successful, 
students will create a video proposal that outlines the equipment 
chosen and the its intended outcome (See slide 9 for additional instructions)

.



#stayfitonmars
Presentation requirements

Once you develop your 
designs, you will need to 

create a presentation to be 
submitted to the panel for 

review. Your proposal will be 
carefully considered in order 
to advance to the final level of 

this competition. 

Your video should include:

● Detailed explanation of 
each piece of equipment

● Professional Language 
● Intended purpose of each 

piece of equipment
● A description of how your 

idea is new and different
● A video 3-4 minutes in 

length 



#stayfitonmars
RuBRic 



#stayfitonmars
Helpful tips for the video



Resources and References
#stayfitonmars

https://www.smartdraw.com/floor-plan/floor-plan-designer.htm

https://www.space.com/6549-astronauts-tougher-workouts-space.html 

https://www.smartdraw.com/floor-plan/floor-plan-designer.htm
https://www.space.com/6549-astronauts-tougher-workouts-space.html


Resource 
Video

#stayfitonmars

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lssYrWDvv6w


# armmoves
Challenge 02

We were notified by the engineering team 
that while testing another space exploration 
vehicle, an intern backed it into the arm of 
our rover, SPMS Rover.  Our mission to to 
build another working robotic arm.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQLalCxXQLk


Challenge Parameters:

❖ Students must present a detailed sketch with dimensions and 
material list to the teacher.

❖ Design Requirements:  Pick up an object and place it in an empty 
container placed 10 cm from the start of the object. See diagram 
on next slide for specifications.

❖ Performance Requirements: To be considered successful, 
students will create a video demonstrating their arm picking up 3 
different sized and shaped objects and placing them into a 
container.

#armmoves
###

.



#armmoves
###

Challenge procedures
1. Choose a table that is at least 80 cm long
2. As show in the picture, mark 30 cm, 60 cm, 

and 70 cm on the table.
3. At the 60 cm line place the container with the 

3 objects you will be grabbing with the arm.
4. Place an empty container on the 70 cm line.
5. Place your robotic arm anywhere behind the 30 

cm line.
6. Video yourself using your robotic arm to 

move the objects into the empty container.

* Make sure no part of your body crosses the 30 cm 
line.



#armmoves
###

VIDEO procedures
1. Describe construction method and materials used for your robotic arm.
2. Use your robotic arm to move the chosen objects into the empty 

container.
3. The video should not be longer 5 minutes.

* Make sure no part of your body crosses the 30 cm line.



Materials
Limited to this table but not all required

#armmoves
###

1 table (at least 80 cm long) Straws 3 objects for grabbing

Tape Bowls Paper clips

String Rubber bands Binder clips

Dowels Barbecue skewers Pipe Cleaners

Brass fasteners Index cards Craft sticks

Cardboard Paper cups



rubric

#armmoves



Resources and references

Rovers Robotic arm - NASA specs

How to create an iMovie
Table images, video from NASA

#armmoves
###

https://mars.nasa.gov/mer/mission/rover/arm/#four-tools
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT210410#ios

